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Mobile Commerce Pattern Mining Behavior
Prediction Based On Kernel SVM
N.Karthikeyan, Dr S.Selva Brunda
ABSTRACT: We suggest an implementation for the mining and prediction of mobile user’s actions and purchase transactions
together. The implementation gives the user with data about that all shops a specific product is accessible and that shop gives
the best proposal. With the help of this application we can create the Live shopping by the user without having to go to each
shop and query. Mobile Commerce, also called as M-Commerce or commerce, is the aptitude to conduct commerce with the
help of a mobile device. Research is performed using Mining and Prediction of Mobile Users’ Commerce Behaviors like their
movements and purchase transactions. In our projected research we have envisioned to suggest a mobile commerce behavior
prediction primarily the input information are taken from a mobile transaction database it comprises a store item information and
item store information we have transform this information with the help of transformation have extract a data’s on the basis of a
similarity bases now we have a store data and item data also it encompasses a store similarity and item similarity data’s from
that we have taken a similarity data’s and stock that data’s these data’s are provided in to the Similarity Inference Model SIM for
calculating the similarities amongst stores and items that are two basic mobile commerce entities measured in this paper these
are given n to the prediction engine also it have a user transaction, identification and movement from these engine, we have
envisage the user behavior with the help of Kernel based SVM.
Keywords: -mobile commerce, behavior prediction, transformation, kernel SVM, SIM
————————————————————

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of mobile and its services together with its
consumers has been amassed a lot because of variety of
development in assured implementations and features like
smart phone, GPS technology, detectors, wireless
communication and sensors. These services aid us in using
it from any portion of the world. Both industry and academia
were inclined by the amassed research on mobile
commerce methods and its compensations [1]. The
procedure of retrieving hidden predictive data from large
information base and use of this predicted data for future
usage is mentioned as data mining. Suppose any issues
arise in the future then it can be effortlessly reassured with
the help of the information or values that are investigated in
the past [2].This mostly focuses on promoting numerous
business methods like Marketing, production, distribution of
products, sales and mobile commerce. Data mining can be
performed with the help of four simple stages that includes
grouping of tasks, division of numerous grouped tasks
trailed by regression that aids to perceive the faults and
finally associated rule learning to designate the similarity in
two dissimilar things [9]. To get a evident info view of both
mobile consumers and mobile commerce behaviors data
mining has been extremely utilized for extracting important
data from huge datasets [6].The information services
delivered by mobile atmosphere quite seems to be good if
and only if it aids us in perceiving the users behavior [11].
Even though data mining bids numerous services it cannot
be utilized for investigating the user’s behavior in mobilecommerce atmosphere and hence this serves as the one
among the main disadvantages of data mining [13]. One
among the data mining approaches is pattern mining that
aids us to detect available patterns in original data that can
be utilized for providing some additional data or for some
future usage. Mining of mobile series patterns in MC
surroundings designates the act of signifying the motion
and purchase pattern of consumers though it does not
designates the user’s behavior [14]. Henceforth

personalization aids as the main problem that means as
said earlier the behavior pattern of an individual cannot be
prophesied with the help of this and so it lacks
personalization [3]. Data mining is trailed by prediction and
it can be performed by two ways that includes vector based
prediction that lacks in predicting the consumers behavior
pattern because of the mobility of an object and pattern
based prediction that aids us in recognizing users mobility
and transaction of users and thus pattern based prediction
is the mostly desired [15]. On arrangement both pattern
mining and prediction aids us to predict the relation within
mobility and transaction of users but envisaging future
value is impossible without the past values.SIM (Similarity
Interference Model) aids to overcome these problems
[4].The accurateness of prediction methods can be better
enriched in view of the mobility path in to an account. It is
not essential that all users’ behavior seems to be the same
in all varying consumer clusters. Mobile behavior differs
extremely from user to user and also from time to time
depending on the condition. Grouping of users mobile
transaction information aids us in classifying variety of
social groups. This data can be utilized in enlightening
variety of implementations like resource allocation, Web
personalization together with targeted advertising
[12].Mobile commerce or M commerce signifies the manner
of easy access to internet and its services through its
wireless devices [5].This service can also be utilized to
designate both mobility and transaction of users that serves
as the main compensations over here [7].Currently there
are some precise important features related to Mcommerce both in its technology aspects and its
enhancement that makes its use again and again for
numerous times [8]. If users behavior can be investigated
with the help of this then that would serve as the main
recompenses in M- commerce atmosphere so in order to
gain more and more significance on M-commerce and its
technologies the recent researchers have to focus on the
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novel inventive business models and user behavior in Mcommerce [10]

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
The aggregate enhancement in wireless communications
and internet facilities endorses the use of wireless handed
devices such as mobile phones and laptops by the users.
Data mining together with its prediction aids in the detection
of consumers behavior and purchase transactions. Mining
the recurrent transaction database aids the users a lot. S.
Jacinth Evangeline, et al. [16] had familiarized such a
method oriented concept. That method just helped in
forecasting the frequent purchased transaction of user’s
items. The chief method utilized for the application of
frequent transaction database was Systolic tree application.
That helped the users by making them aware of the stores
and items that were heretofore unsure for them. That
method quite performed well in all environs on terms of its
reliability and performance.Industry and academia were
prejudiced by the expansion of mobile commerce. Shiju
George, et al. [17] deliberated about Mobile Commerce
Surveyor (MCS) that was utilized for both data mining and
extrapolation of user’s motion together with their purchase
transactions. MCS mostly limited three steps that were as
followed 1. The relationship within two dissimilar items and
stores could be examined with the help of Similarity Model
(SM); 2. Personal Mobile Commerce Pattern Mine (PMCPMine) algorithm to perceive users Personal Mobile
Commerce Pattern 3.The prophesied users behavior could
be investigated easily with the help of Personal Mobile
Commerce Behavior Predictor (PMCBP). That method also
made the mobile users aware of the stores and items that
were not known to them earlier. In addition to those
amenities the concept of credit scheme also permitted the
users enjoy their purchase by contribution some aids for
them. With the upsurge in enlargement of wireless
communications, mobile implementations, web applications,
and perceiving devices such as GPS, PDA and smart
phones the business model has been helped a lot. Devices
like GPS aids in tracking the exact location of users
precisely with the help of assured applications such as
Google map. Ms. V. C. Belokar, et al. [18] absorbed on the
tools utilized for mining mobile user’s behavior together with
their business transactions with the help of data mining and
prediction methods. Data mining aided in the extraction of
hidden data from a assortment of large amount of database
and that prediction aided in recognition of user’s behavior
together with the purchase transactions made by the users.
application of confident distinctive features on smart phones
permitted the recognition of purchase transactions easier.
In the emerging atmosphere the indispensable thing is to
concentrate more about the users using the mobile together
with its applications and emerging technologies. There is a
chance for illegal problem that may arise throughout
transactions. Henceforth, it is indispensable to offer the
required security and privacy for transactions. Tejal V.
Deshmukh, et al. [19] transported that their aim was to
concentrate more on the end users who communicated with
the scheme with the help of m-commerce. That technique
promoted growth on dissimilar mobile applications both on
local phones and high version phones. So there came a
condition to deliver the better use of those facilities on
transactions to recognize the location of shop malls that
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would be at the farthest place from our location. Also that
also helped on recognizing the user’s behavior pattern
along with their transactions made for purchased items.
This could be more possible with smart phones rather than
low version phones. But that was not at all conceivable for
everyone to use smart phones henceforth there came the
question for the users with the help of cellular phones. That
problem could be solved by using certain special features
on cellular phones that could really promote the business
activities associated with mobile commerce.Mobile
commerce is one of the developing techniques. This
technique greatly deals with tracking the purchase
transactions made by consumers with the help of their
mobile devices. Both prediction and data mining could aid
the users in recognizing the similarities within both items
and also make them aware of the stores that are
unidentified to them. Reshma Cherian, et al. [20] had
distributed with the data mining and prediction ideas that
were quite dissimilar from the available ones. The chief
thing was the benefit delivered for the novel users on data
mining. Credit point scheme was also utilized there that
provided more compensation to the mobile commerce
methods. That technique augmented the users to focus on
their mobile transactions and purchase that further
improved mobile commerce. Credit system aided as the big
benefit over there.Both Personal Mobile Commerce Pattern
Mine (PMCP-Mine) and Mobile Commerce Behavior
Predictor (MCBP) aids in promoting the data mining
concept along with its prediction in mobile commerce that
could aid in promoting business activities. S Sabari Giri
Murugan, et al. [21] projected a novel concept; called MCE
and that application requisite three steps that were as
trailed 1. Similarity Inference Model (SIM) that was utilized
for finding relations within two dissimilar items. 2. Personal
Mobile Commerce Pattern Mine (PMCP-Mine) algorithm for
recognizing mobile users PMCP. 3. Mobile Commerce
Behavior Predictor (MCBP) to recognize the user’s behavior
design. Henceforth thereby the endorsed data mining and
prediction methods of mobile commerce just helped users
to make them aware of the stores and items that were
initially not known to them.Associated –rule mining aids to
detect the common things of two dissimilar items. It
distinguishes repeating data patterns that were recognized
by the use of data mining. Though, numerous data mining
tools are unsuitably associated along with data mining
storage. In addition these data mining tools can quite
perceive association rules that are applicable only for the
main truth table of data mining. They are not appropriate for
the information in data mining that are not transaction
based .Monali Nayakr,et al. [22] had delivered a novel
method that was provided thereby by merging both novel
data mining technique along with data mining technology.
The aids delivered by M-commerce got augmented
because of the usage of extra data mining tools with that
enhanced characteristics. Originally the data that we
desirable would be available on the data mining. That
delivered an outstanding privacy for the users. There we
utilized the query processing power along with ad-hoc data
mining. That idea thereby evaded the use of ad-hoc data
mining queries for the remote portion of the information
attained via data mining method at that obligatory time.
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3. PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION
Some of the problems related with the available literature
survey approaches of mobile commerce methods are
deliberated as follows
1. At this time, novel user’s behavior and purchase
transactions are prophesied just on the basis of the
consistent old consumer whose behavior is virtually similar
as the new one. So the prediction would be fairly accurate if
the novel user follows the similar manner as that of the old
similar user if not there ascend the exertion in exact
prediction of purchase transactions along with their
movement. In addition this also creates damaged frequent
pattern mining.
2. SIM is mostly utilized to identify the relations between
two different stores and items. However this documentation
does not performs and also expected and sometimes it fails
in finding relations within stores and items. It is conceivable
only with high version phones. Hence it fails to content
customers at all the levels. It gives service for novel user’s
on the basis of their hobbies provided by them at the time of
registration and if the user wishes to buy some other
alternative item from the store that is quite dissimilar from
their hobbies then in such situation MCE fails for novel
users.
3. Now grouping is performed with the help of finding the
resemblances in mobile transactions that includes some
drawbacks related with it. Clustering algorithm utilized here
does not support non spatial data that is the vital one. In
order to get the better result in grouping the number of
steps utilized for grouping keeps on aggregate and
henceforth this is a time consuming procedure.
4. This technique fails to offer the services for the
consumers at personalized level where the user’s personal
behaving or can’t be investigated. Mining of user’s behavior
via images in mobile devices is also not possible. Low
version phones do not have the conveniences for using this
implementation and henceforth this technique could not
content all the users. This aids as the time consuming
method for the non frequent users.
5. Similarity technique that is utilized for finding relation
within two uninterested items is appropriate only for
mathematical content and it is ill appropriate for categorical
data. This aids as the main drawbacks here. Extraction of
information is much more challenging for the novel users as
they have no previous available patterns.
6. There happens an awkward connection within the
movement and purchase of transactions due to the
unexpected continuous crusade of the user’s. This aids as
the main problems in prediction of user’s movement and
purchase transactions. This technique takes the support of
SIM to accommodate novel user’s that does not yield
accurate results because of imperfection in prediction and
user’s.
7. Associated rule mining utilized here encompasses two
phases in which the first phase is more parsimoniously
stronger than the overall phase utilized for calculation. This
aids as the disadvantage. ARM is not apposite for
information with dissimilar dimensions. This mining does
not aids as the worth data for non- technically oriented
consumers.
8. This is not appropriate for investigating the user’s
personal behavior. If perceived that would aid as the big
improvement. It evades the use of enhanced concept
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oriented kernel technique for mining procedure. As
deliberated above the available approaches in literature
survey offers numerous issues that could be rectified by the
proposed technique.

4. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this article, we projected a mobile commerce system to
envisage the user behavior. Amongst them, one among the
active topic arenas is the mining and prediction of users’
mobile commerce behaviors like their movements and
purchase transactions. In this mobile commerce scheme
has an extensive range of implementations in research and
it predictable a lot of interest in both academia and industry.
Primarily, we have taken information from a mobile
transaction database it comprises a store item information
and item store information we have transform this
information with the help of transformation we have extract
a data’s on the basis of a similarity bases now we have a
store information and item data also it comprises a store
similarity and item similarity data’s from that we have taken
a resemblance data’s and store that data’s these data’s are
provided in to the Similarity Inference Model SIM for
calculating the similarities amongst stores and items that
are two rudimentary mobile commerce entities measured in
this paper these are given n to the prediction engine also it
have a user transaction, identification and movement from
these engine we have predict the user behavior with the
help of Kernel based SVM. The performances of the
projected method will be associated with the available
methods. Our proposed technique is applied by JAVA
platform.
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database. PMCP-Mining uses the PMCP-Tree to foresee
the relentless mobile transactions. The MCE Framework
has three apparatuses,
 Similarity Inference Model (SIM) - measure the
likenesses amongst stores and things.
 PMCP-Mine Algorithm-productive revelation of
portable clients.
 Mobile Commerce Behavior Prediction (MCBP) antedating the mobile client behavior.

Fig 1: Proposed Mobile Commerce Based Pattern Mining
Behavior Prediction
4.1. Behavior Prediction
In this module, we predict the users’ future mobile
commerce behaviors that include movements and
transactions. MCBP (Mobile Commerce Behavior
prediction) events the similarity scores of every PMCP with
a user’s fresh mobile commerce behavior by taking store
and item similarities into account. In MCBP, three notions
are considered; the sites of PMCPs with high similarity to
the user’s new mobile commerce behavior are measured as
prediction knowledge. More new mobile commerce
behaviors hypothetically have a superior effect on
subsequent mobile commerce behavior predictions. PMCPs
with higher support give greater confidence for predicting
users’ subsequent mobile commerce behavior.
4.2. Mobile Commerce
MCE is for the most portion used to forestall the client
practices, for instance, their motions and purchase
exchange. GPS is used to record the client motion history.
Its goal is to probably foresee the behavior of individual
clients. The mobile network database keeps up point by
point store information that includes the arena. The mobile
clients motion within the stores and purchase the things and
all these information are put away in mobile transaction

4.2.1. Similarity Inference Model (SIM)
Suggest a parameter-less data mining model, termed
Similarity Inference Model is a parameter-less data mining
model used to switch the undertaking of registering store
and thing resemblances. Before processing the SIM,
regulate two databases, in specific, SID and ISD, from the
mobile exchange database. A segment SIDpq in database
SID typifies that a client has bought thing q in store p,
though a passage ISDxy in database ISD typifies that a
client has assimilated thing x in store y. Conjecturing the
SIM to catch the similarity score within stores/things. For
each match of stores or things, SIM employs them a
similarity score. SIM used two diverse surmising heuristics
for the similarity of stores and things as a few stores, for
instance, general stores, may provide dissimilar sorts of
things. By implementing a alike similarity inference
heuristics to both of stores and things, dissimilar sorts of
things might be observed as similar as numerous grocery
stores are observed as similar. In light of our heuristics, if
two stores provide many similar things, the stores are
probably going to be similar; when two things are sold by
many dissimilar stores, the stores are probably not going to
be alike. Meanwhile, the store similarity and thing similarity
are related, registering those qualities iteratively. For the
store similarity, deliberate that two stores are more similar
when their supplied things are more similar. Assumed two
stores sp and sq, figure their similarity SIM (sp; sq) by
determining the normal similarity of thing sets gave by sp
and sq. For each thing sold in sp (and, individually, sq), first
trace the most alike thing sold in sq (and, separately, sp).
Here, the store similarity can be industrialized by averaging
all similar thing sets.
4.2.2. Discovery of PMCPs
In this arena, we depict the PMCP-Mine algorithm to mine
the personal mobile commerce patterns effectively. The
PMCP-Mine is boosted by the TJPF algorithm that is an
Apriori. In any case, we sentry that the TJPF does not
consider client ID, that is important for finding personal
mobile behaviors. The PMCP-Mine is achieved in a base up
way. The PMCP-Mine is segregated into three primary
stages:
1) Frequent Transaction Mining: A FrequentTransaction is a couple of store and things representative
every now and again made obtaining exchanges. In this
stage, we primary find every single Frequent Transaction
for every client.
2) Mobile Transaction Database Transformation: In
light of the every single Frequent-Transaction, the primary
versatile exchange database can be pointed by erasing rare
things. The norm reason for existing is to build the database
filter skill for pattern support checking.
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Where u , v signifies the inner products in linear kernel and
c is a constant.

3) PMCP Mining: This stage is mining all designs
of length k from patterns of length k _ 1 in a base up form.
4.2.3. Mobile Commerce Behavior Predictor (MCBP)
To provide a high accuracy mobile commerce behavior
predictor (MCB), it chiefly concentrates on individual
portable pattern mining. Furthermore, to defeat the
expectations disappointment problem and fuse the
resemblances of stores and things into the mobile
commerce behavior prediction MCBP that measures the
resemblance score of each individual versatile pattern
mining with a client's late mobile commerce behavior by
bearing in mind store and thing similarities. In MCBP, the
sites of individual mobile pattern mining with high similarity
to the client's late mobile commerce behavior are measured
as expectation data; later mobile commerce behaviors
perhaps have greater importance on next mobile commerce
behavior predictions; individual mobile pattern mining with
greater support provide more protuberant certainty to
foreseeing clients' subsequent mobile commerce behavior.
At this time, we have prophesied a mobile commerce
behavior with the help of kernel based SVM.
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The efficiency of the SVM reliably concerned with on the
variety of the kernel. In the incidence of the attribute gap
being linearly inseparable, it has to be logged into a betterquality dimensional gap by the Radial basis task kernel, in
order that the anxiety seems as linearly detachable.
Moreover, the amalgamation of any two kernel task is
skillful to defer outstanding accuracy than that assimilated
by using some single kernel task. In the original process, an
unique KSVM is foreseen, committed for the noteworthy
development in the categorization scheme. At this point,
two kernel tasks like the linear and the quadratic kernel task
are mutual to defer unresolved presentation ratios. The
uniting Equations 6 and 7 the standard is expectable as
suggested in the original method. The mutual kernel task is
effectively betrothed in the KSVM and the standard of the
kernel task, avg

avg

avg

(1 )

In this view, the mainstream broadly affianced kernel tasks
comprise the linear kernel, Polynomial kernel, Quadratic
kernel, Sigmoid and the Radial Basis task. Quantified
beneath are the terms for the dissimilar kernel task For
T
Linear Kernel:
linear k (U , V )  u v  c
(2)

k

Quadratic

Where, u , v -are the vectors of the polynomial kernel
function in the input space

4.3. Kernel Based Support Vector Machine:
In this mobile commerce scheme we have anticipated a
user subsequent purchase behavior with the help of these
kernel based SVM. Subsequently, the finest attributes are
transported to fusion kernel support vector machine for the
attitude of categorization. Currently, the selected attribute
from the formerly progression is professionally affianced for
the isolation of the two module. For the rule of processing
the non-linear process, the kernel functions are ongoing in
the SVM categorization. There are two very significant
phases in the SVM process like the preparation phase and
the effortless stage.
Training phase: Presently, the output of attribute choice is
delivered as the input of the preparation stage. The input
utility supplies the group of values which cannot be
alienated. Approximately each and every one of the
probable isolation of the position places are comprehend by
a hectic plane. In the Lagrange pattern, it is probable to put
the partition of the hectic plane standard vector during the
divergent kernel task. In this association, a kernel
symbolizes a few tasks, which communicate to a dot
product for definite kind of attribute recording. Yet,
recording a position into a better quality dimensional gap is
probable to direct to unnecessary assessment period and
enormous storage requirements. By the outcome, in
concrete achieve, an original kernel task is introduced
which is competent of openly approximating the dot product
in the better-quality dimensional gap. The frequent edition
of the kernel task is delivered as follows.
T
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In the kernel Support Vector Machine, two kernels like the
linear and quadratic are utilized into description for the rule
of classify the search links. The merger of two
consequences, the standard of the outcome is gifted and
industrialized to classification.
Testing phase: In the training phases productivity from the
organization choice is provided as to the experiment stage
and the productivity specifies the subsistence or else the
nonexistence.
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In this paper, these are given n to the prediction engine also
it have a user transaction, identification and association
from these engine we have envisage the user behavior with
the help of Kernel based SVM.

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
This section shows the result we obtained for our proposed
technique in comparison with the existing technique. Our
technique is implemented in Java (jdk 1.7) that has system
configuration as core2duo processor with clock speed of
2.3GHZ and RAM as 2GB and that runs Windows7 OS.

Evaluation metrics
By using the evaluation metrics Sensitivity, Specificity and
Accuracy, the performance of the system is evaluated. The
normal count values such as True Positive (TP), True
Negative (TN), False Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN)
are utilized here.

Sensitivity
The proportion of actual positives which are correctly
identified is the measure of the sensitivity. It relates to the
ability of test to identify positive results.

Fig 2: Graph for sensitivity evaluation measures
Utilizing the proposed method for fig 2, the evaluation
measures for sensitivity value is 79.36% for threshold
0.1and the threshold value 0.2, 0.3, and 0.4 were getting
80.09%, 81.46% and 82.39%.
Table II: Performance measures of the proposed technique

Threshold

Specificity

0.1

69.48

0.2

70.08

0.3

71.09

0.4

72.68

Specificity
The proportion of negatives which are correctly identified is
the measure of the specificity. It relates to the ability of test
to identify negative results.

Accuracy
We can compute the measure of accuracy from the
measures of sensitivity and specificity as specified below.
Accuracy



TP  TN
TP  TN  FP  FN

 100

5.2. Performance Evaluation
The performance of proposed method is evaluated by using
accuracy, sensitivity and specificity values. The below
tabulated below indicates the parameter values for different
images.
Table I: Performance measures of the proposed techniqu
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Fig 4: Graph for accuracy evaluation measures
Fig 3: Graph for specificity evaluation measures
Utilizing a proposed method for fig 3, the evaluation
measures for specificity value is 69.48% for threshold 0.1
and the threshold value 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 were getting
70.08%, 71.09% and 72.68%.
Table III: Performance measures of the proposed
technique

Threshold

Accuracy

0.1

75.12

0.2

76.32

0.3

78.18

0.4

79.82

Utilizing a proposed method for fig 4, the evaluation
measures for accuracy value is 75.12% for threshold 0.1
and the threshold value 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 were getting
76.32%, 78.18%, and 79.82%.
5.3Comparative Analysis
Our proposed Kernel based SVM for the mobile commerce
behavior prediction is measured by using an evaluation
measures based on threshold. From the below table we
could say that our proposed method has better accuracy on
comparing to the existing SVM classifier. The comparison
outcomes could be better understood using the following
table V.
Table IV: Sensitivity Comparison for Proposed and Existing
method
Threshold

KSVM

SVM

0.1

75.12

75.48

0.2

76.32

75.89

0.3

78.18

77.58

0.4

79.82

79.15

Table IV represents the sensitivity comparison of the
behavior prediction method using the proposed KSVM and
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the existing SVM method. For threshold 0.1 the sensitivity
value is 75.12% using the proposed KSVM while utilizing
the existing SVM the sensitivity value is 75.48%. For
threshold 0.2 the sensitivity value is 76.32% using the
proposed KSVM while utilizing the existing SVM the
sensitivity value is 75.89%. For threshold 0.3 the sensitivity
value is 78.18% using the proposed KSVM while utilizing
the existing SVM classifier the sensitivity value is 77.58%
which is higher than the existing method. For threshold 0.4
the sensitivity value is 79.82% using the proposed KSVM
while utilizing the existing SVM the sensitivity value is
79.15% when we compare these existing SVM results to
our proposed KSVM result will obtain a high results.

ISSN 2277-8616

0.3

71.09

66.45

0.4

72.68

67.98

Table V represents the specificity comparison of the
behavior prediction method using the proposed KSVM and
the existing SVM method. For threshold 0.1 the specificity
value is 69.48% using the proposed KSVM while utilizing
the existing SVM the specificity value is 65.89%. For
threshold 0.2 the specificity value is 70.08% using the
proposed KSVM while utilizing the existing SVM the
specificity value is 67.48%. For threshold 0.3 the specificity
value is 71.09% using the proposed KSVM while utilizing
the existing SVM the specificity value is 66.45% which is
higher than the existing method. For threshold 0.4 the
specificity value is 72.68% using the proposed KSVM while
utilizing the existing SVM the specificity value is 67.98%
when we compare these existing SVM results to our
proposed KSVM result will obtain a high results.

Fig 5: Graph for proposed and existing sensitivity
comparison
From fig 5 it is clear that the sensitivity value of evaluation
measures is high for the proposed method than the existing
method.
Table V: Specificity Comparison for Proposed and Existing
method

Threshold

KSVM

SVM

0.1

69.48

65.89

0.2

70.08

67.45

Fig 6: Graph for proposed and existing specificity
comparison
From fig 6 it is clear that the specificity value of evaluation
measures is high for the proposed method than the existing
method.
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Table VI: Accuracy Comparison for Proposed and Existing
method

Threshold

KSVM

75.12

71.58

0.2

76.32

70.45

0.3

78.18

75.68

0.4

79.82

77.28

utilizing the existing SVM the accuracy value is 77.28%
when we compare these existing SVM results to our
proposed KSVM result will obtain a high results.

CONCLUSION
The kernel SVM based mobile commerce in pattern mining

SVM

0.1
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From fig 7 it is clear that the accuracy value of evaluation
measures is high for the proposed method than the existing
method.

behavior prediction study have some phases namely
transformation, ruling store similarity and item resemblance,
predict user behavior. Primarily, we have taken information
from a mobile transaction databases it comprises a store
item information and item store data we have convert this
data with the help of transformation we have extract a
data’s on the basis of a similarity bases now we have a
store information and item data also it comprises a store
similarity and item similarity data’s from that we have
occupied a similarity data’s and supply that data’s these
data’s are specified in to the Similarity Inference Model SIM
for calculating the similarities amongst stores and items that
are two rudimentary mobile commerce entities measured in
this paper these are given n to the prediction engine also it
have a user transaction, empathy and movement from
these engine we have predict the user behavior with the
help of Kernel based SVM. The efficacy of the assessment
measures is very high by bestowing very good accuracy
outcomes and also forecasts next behavior of the user is
very accurate consequences. From the outcomes, we have
displayed that the kernel based SVM used in our projected
work outdoes the other classifiers SVM by facilitated very
good accurateness of 77.36%.
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